Delicacies in the chill area at the bottom station and mostly natural trails – the bike park offers everything freeride trails with endless airtime and tons of fun to info@serfaus-fiss-ladis.at.

Fax +43/5476/6813,
Tel. +43/5476/6239,
Serfaus-Fiss-Ladis Tourist Board: info@bikepark-sfl.at.
Tel. +43/5476/53077-20,
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SAFETY

emergencies.

Please pay attention to the emergency information about your location in case of

OBSTACLES
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY

Approach the trails and tracks step by step. We recommend that you book a bike guide. He will carefully introduce you to all challenges and explain everything

TIPS

VARIOUS CHALLENGES CAN BE FOUND ALONG THE ENDURO-FREERIDE (21) AND

TRAIL MAP

LOWER ZONE

TRAILING AREA

Lower difficulty with low difficulties level varies steeply, suitable for the casual rider or a family with child. Suitable for downhill, cross-country and balance exercises.

FOSSIL

For intermediate skills, suitable for the top of the 21 "3" mountain bike, and the top of the 21 "3" mountain bike. Suitable for downhill, cross-country and balance exercises.

PUMPTRACK

The pumptrack is all about intensive training, making it possible to develop and improve your skills and balance.

HILL PARK

The "hill park" is full of options for the downhill track, the pumptrack, the slalom, the downhill slalom, the slalom and the slalom track for the little ones.
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Parking
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TRAVERSING THE AREA WITH LOW DIFFICULTY LEVELS.
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